MANCHESTER is known as the city of "working bees" because of the work ethics or its hard-working people.
Working bees are the symbol of Manchester, where my wife and I are based and spend each day -- morning, afternoon, evening and sometimes night -- posting updates here in *Tux Machines*.

The end of the year is fast approaching. Literally 22 days left, i.e. 3 weeks and a day. We wish to thank those who tipped up yesterday to keep us going. [We accept donations through PayPal](http://techrights.org/donate/) [2] and we're grateful for any contribution readers can make, even if as meager as a cup of coffee's worth. It gives my wife and I motivation to continue and circulate updates as soon as we find them. Thank you! [?](http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/131456)
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